
Padare

Young People

Session #1



How can the YMCA become a relevant and trusted 
partner for young people, helping build their own and 
their communities' resilience in the face of global crisis 
(current Covid and future crises?)



What is Padare?

In ancient Zimbabwe, leaders gathered round a tree, 
openly sharing from their own wisdom and experience 
and patiently receiving from the wisdom of other 
participants.  They called it Padare.

Padare at the YMCA

‘Virtual’ circles of YMCA leaders and partners 
congregating around thematic areas of work that drive 
our collective passion



Where does this fit in our strategy?

Resilience
Understand and evaluate 

the impact of Covid19; 
capture Covid19 pivots 

and responses across the 
global YMCA Movement.

Recovery
Analysis and testing of 
emerging insights and 

innovations from across 
the YMCA Movement to 
assist in developing our 

future direction.

Reimagination
Synthesis of inputs 

and analysis, 
informing 2030 vision 

and strategic 
direction for World 

YMCA Alliance.



So what?

What are the principles 
that will guide our 

action?  What will we 
take away for our own 

YMCA?

Now what?

What does that tell us 
about how the YMCA 
should evolve in the 
next 6-12 months?

What?

What are we 
experiencing, seeing 

and hearing?

The Padare Process



An Adaptation Handbook will be 
created including:

• Signals of change & stories of 
resilience 

• Critical questions and answers
• Collective wisdom principles

Sense-making session
All of the outputs from the Padares
will be reviewed together and the 

implications for the global movement 
will be drawn out.

Re-imagination
The outputs will feed into 

the Re-imagination stage of 
our strategy, which includes 

the process to establish a 
North Star for the global 

movement.

Outputs



But first….

1. Who are you?

2. Tell us about your object- what is it and why have you brought it?



1. How are young people experiencing the 
rapid change that is happening in the 
world? How are their concerns evolving?

2. What societal responses to the issues 
affecting young people have you witnessed in 
the past few months?

Draw on specific examples from your lived 
experience rather than extrapolations.

What?



Which examples indicate that existing trends are being accelerated?

Which examples indicate that existing trends are being reversed?

Which examples indicate that old ways of doing things are being 
revived?

Which examples are new and have not happened before?



One word to describe how you feel now



Before the next session:
Tell 1-3 people about your experience in the Padare, what stories did you 
hear? How were perspectives different in other regions? What do you hope to 
get out of the next session?

Next session:
1. Consider the implications of what we have discussed for the YMCA
2. Identify the key principles that we want to take forward
3. identify key actions we can take back to our YMCA



Padare

Young People

Session #2



Welcome back!

Last time:
We gathered stories of how young people were impacted by Covid-19 and how 
the world was responding to their needs.

This time we will:
1. Consider the implications of what we have discussed for the YMCA
2. Identify the key principles that we want to take forward
3. identify key actions we can take back to our YMCA



- How can we continue to mentor and 
mobilise young people in the fight 
against this pandemic and anticipate 
future global crises? And become 
known for our expertise in Youth work, 
Youth empowerment and Resilience?

- How can we identify and promote 
youth-led initiatives and how can 
YMCA spaces nurture youth-led 
initiatives?

- How can the YMCA rebuild its 
relationship with young people so we 
are seen as a place where they can find 
opportunities and become change 
makers?

Now 
what?



What are the principles we’re bringing forward to prepare the 
YMCA better for engaging young people more in the future? 

So what?



One thing that particularly hit home for you during the conversation. 



What action will you take?



An Adaptation Handbook will be 
created including:

• Signals of change & stories of 
resilience 

• Critical questions and answers
• Collective wisdom principles

Sense-making session
All of the outputs from the Padares
will be reviewed together and the 

implications for the global movement 
will be drawn out.

Re-imagination
The outputs will feed into 

the Re-imagination stage of 
our strategy, which includes 

the process to establish a 
North Star for the global 

movement.

Outputs



Padare

Financial 
Sustainability

Session #1



How can we build a sustainable economic recovery for the 
YMCA from the Covid-19 crisis?



What is Padare?

In ancient Zimbabwe, leaders gathered round a tree, 
openly sharing from their own wisdom and experience 
and patiently receiving from the wisdom of other 
participants.  They called it Padare.

Padare at the YMCA

‘Virtual’ circles of YMCA leaders and partners 
congregating around thematic areas of work that drive 
our collective passion



Where does this fit in our strategy?

Resilience
Understand and evaluate 

the impact of Covid19; 
capture Covid19 pivots 

and responses across the 
global YMCA Movement.

Recovery
Analysis and testing of 
emerging insights and 

innovations from across 
the YMCA Movement to 
assist in developing our 

future direction.

Reimagination
Synthesis of inputs 

and analysis, 
informing 2030 vision 

and strategic 
direction for World 

YMCA Alliance.



So what?

What are the principles 
that will guide our 

action?  What will we 
take away for our own 

YMCA?

Now what?

What does that tell us 
about how the YMCA 
should evolve in the 
next 6-12 months?

What?

What are we 
experiencing, seeing 

and hearing?

The Padare Process



An Adaptation Handbook will be 
created including:

• Signals of change & stories of 
resilience 

• Critical questions and answers
• Collective wisdom principles

Sense-making session
All of the outputs from the Padares
will be reviewed together and the 

implications for the global movement 
will be drawn out.

Re-imagination
The outputs will feed into 

the Re-imagination stage of 
our strategy, which includes 

the process to establish a 
North Star for the global 

movement.

Outputs



But first….

1. Who are you?

2. Tell us about your object- what is it and why have you brought it?



1. How have the YMCAs been impacted 
financially by this crisis? How have revenue 
streams changed?

2. What economic and operational responses 
have you seen from YMCAs, and from others 
who provide similar services? What innovation 
have you seen?

Draw on specific examples from your lived 
experience rather than extrapolations.

What?



Which examples indicate that existing trends are being accelerated?

Which examples indicate that existing trends are being reversed?

Which examples indicate that old ways of doing things are being 
revived?

Which examples are new and have not happened before?



One word to describe how you feel now



Before the next session:
Tell 1-3 people about your experience in the Padare, what stories did you 
hear? How were perspectives different in other regions? What do you hope to 
get out of the next session?

Next session:
1. Consider the implications of what we have discussed for the YMCA
2. Identify the key principles that we want to take forward
3. identify key actions we can take back to our YMCA



Padare

Financial 
Sustainability

Session #2



Welcome back!

Last time:
We gathered stories of how YMCAs have been financially impacted by Covid-
19 and how YMCAs were responding.

This time we will:
1. Consider the implications of what we have discussed for the YMCA as a 
movement
2. Identify the key principles that we want to take forward
3. identify key actions we can take back to our own YMCA



How do we recover economically in the 
short term? How do we innovate in a 
time of recession?

How do we secure new funds and how 
do we diversify? Is there a room for 
national, regional and Global 
coordination to access new sources of 
funds and other resources?

How do we invest and where to develop 
a robust model to sustain a renewed 
economic model? 

Now 
what?



What are the principles we’re bringing forward to guide our 
action? 

So what?



One thing that particularly hit home for you during the conversation. 



What action will you take?



An Adaptation Handbook will be 
created including:

• Signals of change & stories of 
resilience 

• Critical questions and answers
• Collective wisdom principles

Sense-making session
All of the outputs from the Padares
will be reviewed together and the 

implications for the global movement 
will be drawn out.

Re-imagination
The outputs will feed into 

the Re-imagination stage of 
our strategy, which includes 

the process to establish a 
North Star for the global 

movement.

Outputs



Padare

Adaptive Y

Session #1



What does an adaptive YMCA look like?



What is Padare?

In ancient Zimbabwe, leaders gathered round a tree, 
openly sharing from their own wisdom and experience 
and patiently receiving from the wisdom of other 
participants.  They called it Padare.

Padare at the YMCA

‘Virtual’ circles of YMCA leaders and partners 
congregating around thematic areas of work that drive 
our collective passion



Where does this fit in our strategy?

Resilience
Understand and evaluate 

the impact of Covid19; 
capture Covid19 pivots 

and responses across the 
global YMCA Movement.

Recovery
Analysis and testing of 
emerging insights and 

innovations from across 
the YMCA Movement to 
assist in developing our 

future direction.

Reimagination
Synthesis of inputs 

and analysis, 
informing 2030 vision 

and strategic 
direction for World 

YMCA Alliance.



So what?

What are the principles 
that will guide our 

action?  What will we 
take away for our own 

YMCA?

Now what?

What does that tell us 
about how the YMCA 
should evolve in the 
next 6-12 months?

What?

What are we 
experiencing, seeing 

and hearing?

The Padare Process



An Adaptation Handbook will be 
created including:

• Signals of change & stories of 
resilience 

• Critical questions and answers
• Collective wisdom principles

Sense-making session
All of the outputs from the Padares
will be reviewed together and the 

implications for the global movement 
will be drawn out.

Re-imagination
The outputs will feed into 

the Re-imagination stage of 
our strategy, which includes 

the process to establish a 
North Star for the global 

movement.

Outputs



But first….

1. Who are you?

2. Tell us about your object- what is it and why have you brought it?



1. How has the YMCA’s business model, 
structures and processes been impacted by 
the Covid-19 crisis?

2. What responses have you seen from 
YMCAs, and from others who provide similar 
services? How have they adapted?

Draw on specific examples from your lived 
experience rather than extrapolations.

What?



Which examples indicate that existing trends are being accelerated?

Which examples indicate that existing trends are being reversed?

Which examples indicate that old ways of doing things are being 
revived?

Which examples are new and have not happened before?



One word to describe how you feel now



Before the next session:
Tell 1-3 people about your experience in the Padare, what stories did you 
hear? How were perspectives different in other regions? What do you hope to 
get out of the next session?

Next session:
1. Consider the implications of what we have discussed for the YMCA
2. Identify the key principles that we want to take forward
3. identify key actions we can take back to our YMCA



Padare

Adaptive Y

Session #1



Welcome back!
Last time:
We gathered stories of how the YMCA’s business model, structures and 
processes have been impacted by Covid-19 and how YMCAs and others have 
respnded.

This time we will:
1. Consider the implications of what we have discussed for the YMCA as a 
movement
2. Identify the key principles that we want to take forward
3. identify key actions we can take back to our own YMCA



How do we adapt our scale and internal 
realities (fewer YMCAs, fewer staff and 
volunteers and a smaller footprint) to 
navigate the next 6 to 12 months and 
anticipate a second wave of the pandemic?

Which reforms do we need internally to 
remain relevant in a rapidly changing 
context? How can we innovate our models, 
structures and processes to remain relevant 
in the new normal?

How are we building adaptive capacity in 
the Global Y movement?

Now 
what?



What are the principles we’re bringing forward to guide our 
action? 

So what?



One thing that particularly hit home for you during the conversation. 



What action will you take?



An Adaptation Handbook will be 
created including:

• Signals of change & stories of 
resilience 

• Critical questions and answers
• Collective wisdom principles

Sense-making session
All of the outputs from the Padares
will be reviewed together and the 

implications for the global movement 
will be drawn out.

Re-imagination
The outputs will feed into 

the Re-imagination stage of 
our strategy, which includes 

the process to establish a 
North Star for the global 

movement.

Outputs
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